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Laskar introduced 3-nets as a 3 dimensional analogue to Bruck’s notion of net. 
AtFme 3-spaces are an example of 3-nets, and cubic lattice graphs provide another 
example. Freeman introduced and Laskar extended a class of examples of 3- 
nets, here called Freeman-Laskar 3-nets. We show that every finite 3-net is either 
a cubic lattice 3-net or a Freeman-Laskar 3-net. We also show that every infinite 
3-net either is a cubic lattice 3-net or arises from a vector space over a skew 
field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An incidence structure 7 is a triple (P, L, I) where P and L are sets (whose 
elements often are called points and lines respectively) and I C P x L. I is 
called an incidence relation. We say that a point x and line m are incident (or 
x lies on m or m contains X) if (x, m) E I. For example, (P, L, e) is an incidence 
structure in which a point x and line m are incident iff x E m. 
Bruck originated the concept of net [2]. Let r ‘and n be cardinal numbers. 
An (r, n)-net is an incidence structure v = (P, L, C) satisfying axioms (Bl)- 
(B3). 
(Bl) P # ~zr. 
(B2) L is partitioned into r nonempty classes, such that 
$ 
the lines of each class partition P, and 
if m and m’ are lines of distinct classes then m and m’ have a 
unique point in common. 
(B3) Every line has exactly n points. 
If r > 3 then (B3) may be weakened to the requirement that some line has 
exactly n points. Two lines which are in the same class of lines of (B2) are 
called parallel. 
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Laskar [7] introduced 3-nets as a 3-dimensional analogue of nets. Let 
r 3 2, n > 2, b 3 2 be cardinal numbers. Let P, L, E be three sets, whose 
elements will be called points, lines, planes respectively. Let n1 = (L, E, ZJ, 
rrz = (P, E, ZJ, 7r3 = (P, L, ZJ be incidence structures. The sextuple 
7r = (P, L, E, Zl , Z2 , Z3) is called a 3-net with parameters r = r(n), n = n(n), 
b = b(n) if the following axioms are satisfied. 
(Ll) If a point x is incident with the line m and m is incident with the 
plane e, then x is incident with e. 
(L2) Jf two lines have a point in common, then they are both incident 
with some plane. 
(L3) The points and lines of any plane form an (r, n>net. 
(L4) Planes are partitioned into b classes such that 
(9 each class partitions P, and 
(ii) the points in common to two planes belonging to distinct classes 
are exactly the points of one line. 
(L5) Each line is on at least one plane. 
Two planes which belong to the same class (see (L4)) will be called parallel. 
The definition of 3-nets used here is essentially that of [8]. 
Cubic lattice graphs provide an example of 3-nets in which each plane is a 
(2, n)-net for some cardinal number n. Let X be a nonempty set, and P = X3. 
For any a, b E X let rn& = X x a x b = ((x, a, b): x G X}, rni, = a x 
X x b, rnEb = axbxX. Let Li={mib: a,bEX) for 1 <i<3 and 
L = L, u L, U L, . Similarly, let eal = a x X x X, ea2 = X x a x X, 
ea3 = X x X x a, E, = {eai: a E X} for 2 < i < 3, and E = El U E, U E3 . 
The cubic lattice 3-net on X3 is the 3-net having P, L, E respectively as the set 
of points, lines, planes. (Here we are using the natural incidence structures as 
those associated with n: 7~~ = (L, E, C), 7~~ = (P, E, E), and 7r3 = (P, L, e).) 
In Section 18 we show that these are the only 3-nets with parameter r = 2. 
We call the following 3-nets Freeman-Luskar 3-nets. Let 8, be a projective 
3-space. Let 8, be a projective plane contained in 8, , so that aC, = 8, - 9, 
is an afine 3-space. Let g2” be a subplane of 9’2 . The points of the Freeman- 
Laskar 3-net 7r will be the points of 6Y3 . Lines of n are the lines of a3 which 
intersect B,O in a point. Planes of r are the planes of &, which intersect gzo in 
a line. The incidence structure associated with n are the natural ones: r1 = 
(L, E, _C), 7~~ = (P, E, l ), and na = (P, L, E), where P, L, E are the points, 
lines, planes of n. 
An affine 3-space is a Freeman-Laskar 3-net (simply let 92 = Y2 in the 
above definition). 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the above 3-nets are the only 
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finite 3-nets, and to characterize 3-nets which are not necessarily finite. This 
is accomplished by three theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let n be a 3-net. Zf r(r) = 2 then x is a cubic lattice 3-net. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a finite 3-net. Zf r(r) 3 3 then T is a Freeman- 
Laskar 3-net. 
Let F be a skew field. For i = 1,2 let W43, F) be the set of i-dimensional 
subspaces of F3 as a left vector space over F. (W,(3, F), W,(3, F), C) is a 
projective plane, and will be denoted PG(2, I;>. Let K be a right vector space 
over F (not necessarily finite dimensional). For any SC F3 let KS = ((xa, 
xb, XC): x E K, (a, b, c) ES]; then KS C K3. Let Wf(3, F) = (KS: SE Wi 
(3, F)} for i = 1,2. Then (Wc(3, J’), W,*(3, F), C) is a projective plane, and is 
isomorphic to PG(2, F). 
Let P = K3. For (x, y, z) E K3 and UC K3 let (x, y, z) + U = {(x + u1 , 
y + u3, z + u,): (ul, u3, u3) E U}. For i = 1,2 let Mi = {(x, y, Z) + S*: 
(x, y, z) E K3, S* E @(3, F)}. Then Mi is the set of all cosets of all members 
of Wr(3, F). P is the set of points, Ml the set of lines, and M, the set of 
planes of a 3-net 7r. (Here the three incidence structures associated with the 
3-net are the natural ones: rrl = (L, E, C), nITg = (P, E, c), and rr, = (P, L, l ).) 
We call this 3-net the vector 3-net on K over F. 
Vector 3-nets are the extension of the notion of Freeman-Laskar 3-nets to 
the case where the vector space K cannot be considered as an extension field 
of F. This is the case, for example, if K is a finite dimensional vector space 
over an algebraically closed field. Another algebraic construction, outlined in 
[I 21, yields 3-nets which are isomorphic to vector 3-nets. 
THEOREM 3. Every 3-net 7~ with r(n) > 3 is a vector 3-net. 
Most of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. The proof 
of Theorem 2 is sketched in [12]. In Sections 3-5 we give basic information 
about 3-nets. Sections 6-15 form the body of the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed in Section 16, while Section 17 finishes 
up the proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 18. The proof is 
simple, and is independent of the development in Sections 6-15. 
2. CONVENTIONS 
Let G be a graph. We call vertices x and y adjacent if some edge joins x and 
y. d(x) is the set of vertices adjacent to x, and d(x, z) = d(x) n d(z) for 
vertices x, z of G. A set S of vertices of G is a clique if for all X, y E S, an edge 
of G joins x and y. 
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Let n = (P, L, I) be an incidence structure. Lines m, and m2 intersect 
(written ml # m.J if m, # m2 and some point is common to both lines. If two 
points x and y of n are contained in a unique line, we write (x, y) to represent 
this line. The adjacency graph of n is the graph with vertex set P, and two 
points adjacent if some line of v contains both. 
For any set S, 2s will represent the set of subsets of S. For a set S of 
elements of a group G, (S) is the group generated by S. We use L as the iden- 
tity element of a group. 
Let S, and S, be sets. Let u be a mapping from S1 to Sz . Then u defines a 
mapping from 2s1 to 2sz, which we also write as a: for T C S, , To = 
{so: s E T}. 
3. COMMENTS ON ~-NETS 
We make a number of elementary observations about 3-nets. Let rr be a 
3-net, with P, L, E respectively as points, lines, planes and incidence structures 
rl = (L, E, I,), rr2 = (P, E, I,), r3 = (P, L, Is). Let r = r(n), n = n(n), 
b = b(r). Then I >, 2, n > 2, b > 2. 
The graph terminology we will use with regard to the points of r is relative 
to the adjacency graph of 7rs . Thus two points of n are adjacent iff some line 
contains both. 
(3.1) If a point x and plane e are incident (i.e., (x, e) E Iz), then since the 
points and lines of e are an (r, n)-net x is on some line of e. From this and (Ll), 
(x, e) E I2 iff for some line m (x, m) E I, and (m, e) E II . Hence nz is determined 
by z-I and rTT3 . 
(3.2) Two lines have at most one point in common. 
(3.3) Since each line has n >, 2 points but distinct lines have at most one 
point in common, distinct lines contains distinct sets of points. Hence each 
line may be identified with the set of points it contains. Then (x, m) ~1~ iff 
x E m, so r3 becomes (P, L, l ). 
(3.4) Distinct planes contain distinct sets of points. Hence each plane may 
be identified with the set of points it contains. Then (x, e) E I, iff x E e, so rT2 
becomes (P, E, E). 
(3.5) Two intersecting lines m, and m2 are lines of a unique plane, which 
will be denoted e(ml , mJ. (e(ml , mJ exists by (L2) and is unique by (L4 ii).) 
(3.6) If plane e contains at least two points of line m then (m, e) E II . 
Proof: Let x, y E m n e. We assume that (m, e) $ I, . By (L3) there are lines 
h, , h, of e with x E h, , y E h, , and h, intersecting h, . Now e and e(m, h,) 
have the points of h, in common as well as y. Since y 4 h, , this contradicts 
(L4 ii). 
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(3.7) Let m EL, e E E. If (m, e) E I1 then m C e by (Ll). If m C e then 
(m, e) E I1 by (3.6). Then (m, e) E I1 iff m C e, so r1 may be written (L, E, C). 
(3.8) Every line is contained in at least two planes. Proof: Let m EL. By 
(L5), there is a plane e so that m C e. Let x be a point of m. Since b > 2, x is 
contained in a plane e’ which is not parallel to e. Now e’ contains r > 2 lines 
which pass through x, only one of which is a line of e, so e’ contains a line h 
containing x which is not a line of e. Now e(m, h) is a second plane containing 
m. 
(3.9) If point x is not on line m then (in the adjacency graph of 7r3) x is 
adjacent to either 0 or r - 1 points of m. Proof: If x is adjacent to a point y 
of m then, letting h be the line containing x and y, x E e(h, m). Then x is 
adjacent to at least r - 1 points of m because e(h, m) is an (r, n)-net. The 
proof is completed using (3.6). 
Let m, and mz be lines which intersect at point y, and let m, = (x, y) and 
m2 = (JJ, z). Then the plane e(ml , mz> will also be written as e(x, y, z). 
We have shown that for any 3-net r = (P, L, E, I1 , I,, 13) we may choose 
L, E, and the incidence relations so that L, EC 2p, and Ii (1 < i < 3) is 
containment (more precisely, I. and I3 are E while I1 is C). Such a 3-net will 
be called a 3-net in its natural representation. 
4. PARALLELISM OF LINES 
Let n be a 3-net in its natural representation, with point set P, set L of 
lines, and set E of planes. Let b = b(r), and 9 be a set of cardinality b. 
By (L4) the set E of planes of r is partitioned into b classes Ei , where 
i E 9. Recall that two planes which belong to the same class are called 
parallel. We let E, = {Ei : i E 4. 
For any i, j E 4, i fj, we let Lii = {e n e’: e E Ei , e’ E Ei}. Lij is a set of 
lines, and every point is on exactly one member of Lij. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let m, , m2 be lines of plane e, E Ei , and m, and m, be dis- 
joint or equal. Let Ej be a parallel cIass of planes and m, C e’ E Ei . Then for 
some e” E Ej , m2 C e”. 
ProoJ If j = i the conclusion is obvious, so we assume j # i. S = {e. n 
e*: e* E Ei) is a set of lines partitioning the points of e, . Since e,, is a net, this 
implies that m2 E S, so m2 = e, n e* _C e* for some e* E Ej . 
LEMMA 4.2. Let m be a line, m E L’j, m E Lkg. Then Lij = L”p. 
ProoJ Let n be a line in L ij; we will show that n is also in L’p. Let m = 
ei n e, and n = ei n ej for some ei , ei E Ei and ei, ei E Ej . Let h = ei n ei . 
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See Figure 1. Now h and m are either disjoint (if ej # e;) or equal (if ei = ei). 
Also, h and n are either disjoint or equal. Now m is contained in a plane of El, 
so, applying Lemma 4.1 twice, h is contained in some plane of Ek and n is 
contained in some plane of Ek . Similarly n is contained in some plane of E, . 
Then II E Lk” so Lij C Lkp. We may similarly show Lkp C Lij, so Li’ = Lkp. 
Let L, = (L’j: i,j E 9, i # j). Clearly every line is in some Lfj, so by 
Lemma 4.2 L, is a partition of the set of all lines. We will say that two lines n 
and m are parallel (written m // n) if they belong to the same set Lii, and each 
set Lii is a parallel class of lines. 
We note the following results of these lemmas and definitions: 
(4.3) For all lines m and points x, there is a unique line n containing x and 
parallel to m. 
(4.4) If m and n are disjoint lines of some plane e, then m I/ n. 
We now have two notions of parallelism of lines. Let e be a plane; the 
points and lines of e are a net, and two lines of a net are normally called 
parallel iff they are disjoint. This is in agreement with parallelism as defined 
immediately above. 
(4.5) If e, and e2 are parallel planes and e a plane not parallel to e, and e2 , 
then e n e, and e n e2 are parallel lines. 
(4.6) Let Lij and Lkp be distinct parallel classes of lines. There is a parallel 
class of planes E* so that for all m E Lii, and n E Lkp, if m intersects n then 
e(m, n) E ES. 
Lastly we prove: 
LEMMA 4.7. Let L”j be a parallel class of lines and Ek a parallel class of 
planes. Then either: 
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(a) forallm~Lijandalle~El,,mCeormne= .@>or 
(b) for all m E L”i and all e E Ek , m IT e is a point. 
Proof. Suppose first that h _C e for some h E Lij and some e E EI, . Now 
i, j, k E 4 and i #j. Either k # i or k #j; we may assume k fj. Since 
h E Lij then for some ej E Ej , h C ej . Then h = e n ej E Lki, so Lij = Lki. 
Hence if h C e for some h E Lij and some e E Ek then Case (a) holds. 
Now we suppose the negation of our assumption in the previous para- 
graph: we suppose that h & e for all h’ E Lij and all e E Ek. Let h E Lij and 
e E Ek . Since h $ e, then either h n e is a point or h IT e = ia. We will show 
that h n e # D, which will complete the proof. 
For some ej E Ej , h _C ej . Then Ej # EI, . NOW ej k e SO e and ej intersect 
at some line n. Lines h and n are not parallel. Then h and n are nonparallel 
lines of the plane e, so h and n intersect in a point x. Then x = h n n Z 
h n e since n C e. 
Let Lij be a parallel class of lines and Ek a parallel class of planes. We say 
that Lij intersects Ek (written Lij # Ek) if every line of Lij intersects every 
plane of EI, at a point. We say that Lij is parallel to Ek (written Lij 1) Ek) if for 
all m E Lij and e E Ek we have m C e or m n e = ia. By the preceding lemma, 
Lii # EI, iff Lij is not parallel to Ek. For any e E Ek we will also say that Lii 
intersects e or Lij is parallel to e according as Lii intersects EI, or Lij is 
parallel to Ek . 
Let X’ be a set whose cardinality is the number of parallel classes of lines. 
In the future we will write a parallel class of lines as Li where i E $‘, instead 
of Lkj where k, j E 3. Then L, = (Li: i E Y}. 
5. Two PROJECTIVE PLANES 
A projective plane is an incidence structure p = (X, Y, I) satisfying (PPl)- 
(PP3) (where elements of X, Y are called points, lines respectively). 
(PPl) Each pair of points is contained in a unique line. 
(PP2) Any two lines have a point in common. 
(PP3) Each line has at least 3 points. 
An incidence structure satisfying (PPI) and (PP2) but not (PP3) will be 
called a trivial projective plane. 
Let n be a 3-net in its natural representation, with P, L, E, respectively as 
sets of points, lines, planes. Let r = r(r). For any point x of n we let Lz(Ez) 
be the set of lines (planes) containing x. The following lemma was proven 
in [8]. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Zf r > 3 then B, = (L, , E, , r) is a projective plane. Zf 
r = 2 then 8, is a trivial projective plane having two elements of L, incident 
with each element of E, . 
Proof Let m, n E L, . Then m and n are intersecting lines, so a unique 
plane (namely e(m, n)) contains both. Thus 8, satisfies (PPl). Let e, , e2 E E, . 
Then e, and e2 contain x in common, so they contain a line m in common. 
Since m contains x, m E L, . Thus 8, satisfied (PP2). Since each plane is a net 
with r parallel classes of lines, each e E E, contains r members of L, . 
LEMMA 5.2. Zfr 3 3 then (L,, , E, ,]I) is a projective plane. 
Proof. Let or: L, -+ L, and ,6: E, -+ E, be the following maps. For any 
Li E L, let 01 maps Lt to the line in Li which contains x. For any Ej E E, let 
/I map Ej to the plane in Ej which contains x. It is clear that a and /3 are 
bijections. Li I\ Ej iff for every m E Li and e E Ej , m is disjoint from e or m C e. 
Since Lin and EF both contain x, then Li 1) Ej iff Lau C E$. Then cx and p are 
an isomorphism of (L, , E, , [I) and (L, , E, , C). The conclusion follows. 
6. PARALLEL SETS 
From now until the end of the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 (i.e., through 
Section 17), we let 7r be a 3-net in its natural representation, with r(?r) 2 3, 
and P, L, E respectively be its set of points, lines, planes. 
We will abbreviate “with respect to” as “w.r.t.“. Let S, , S, be sets of 
points of x and (b a surjection from S1 to S, , We say that S, and S, are 
parallel sets (w.r.t. 4) if 
(Pl) not all points of S, or S, are collinear, 
(P2) S, and S, are cliques, and 
(P3) for all x, y E S, , either XQ = y” or (x, y)ll(x*, y”). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S and T be parallel sets w.r.t. the surjection 4. Then 4 is a 
bijection. 
Proof We suppose #J is not a bijection and show all points of T are 
collinear. Let x, y be distinct points of S so that A? = y”. Let m = (x, y) and 
h be the line containing xd and parallel to m. 
We show T C h. Let z E S. If z E m then Z* E h by (P3). Let z $ m. Then 
(z, x) fi (z, y). If zd # x6 then (zQ, x”) 8 (~4, y”) by (P3), but this is manifest- 
ly impossible since xd = y+. Then 9 = X* E h. Since z@ E h for all z E S, then 
T=S*Ch. 
However, T C h contradicts (Pl). This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let S = (xl , x, , x3} artd T = (yl , y, , y3} be parallel sets 
(w.r.t. the bijection 4: S + T, xi6 = yi). Let U, v E P SO that {u, X, , XJ and 
(v, y1 , y.J are parallel sets w.r.t. the bijection u H v, x1 t-+ y, , x2 I-+ y2 . Then 
u is adjacent to x, , v is adjacent toy, , and (u, x3) 11 (v, y3). 
ProoJ: Case 1: u $ e(xl , x2 , x3). Then e(u, x2 , x3) and e(u, x1 , x3) are 
distinct planes, 4, x2 , x2> II e(v, y2 , yd, and 4, x1 , x2) II 4v, y1 , Y& Then 
e(u, x2 , x3) n e(u, x1 , x8) and e(v, y2 , y3) 17 e(v, y1 , y3) are lines; these lines 
are parallel. This is what we were to show. 
Case 2: u E e(xl , x2 , x3). Let m be a line containing x2 and m $ e(xl , 
x2 , x8). Let w  E m so that w  # x2 and x, is adjacent to w. (There is such a w  
since r 2 3.) Let m’ 11 m so that y2 em’, and h’ (1 (x1 , w) so that y, E h’. See 
Figure 2. Since e(w, x2 , x1) )/ e(m’, (y, , yJ), then h’ C e(m’, ( y2 , yI)). Let 
w’ be the point of intersection of m’ and h’. Using Case 1 twice, we see that w  
is adjacent to x, , w’ is adjacent to y3, and (w, x3) jl (w’%y&, and also w  is 
adjacent to u, w’ is adjacent to v, and (w, u) /I (w’, v). Then e(u, w, x,) II 
e(v, w’, ~3. Then e(u, w, x2) n e(u, x1 , x2) II e(v, w’, YJ n e(v, y, , ~3. In other 
words, <u, x2) I/ tv, Y&. 
FIGURE 2 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let x1 and x2 be adjacent points. Then A(x, , xe) - 
(x1 , x2) is a clique. 
Proof. We show that for any points x3 and u in A(x, , xz) - (xl , xz), x3 
and u are adjacent. Let S = {x1 , x2 , x3}. S is a clique of points which are not 
all collinear, so S is parallel to itself (w.r.t. the identity map). Also, the set 
t u, x, , x2} is parallel to itself. Then u is adjacent to x3 . 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let S and T be parallel sets (w.r.t. the bijection 4: 
S -+ T). Let x1 , x2 E S, yl = xIb, y, = x2*. Let {u, xl , x2> and (v, yl , y2} be 
parallel sets (w.r.t. the bijection u ++ v, x1 t-+ yl , x2 * y2). Then S U {u} and 
T u (v] are parallel sets. 
ProojI If 1 S 1 = 3 this is just a restatement of Lemma 6.2. If j S I > 3 
then repeated applications of the lemma proves the result. 
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7. AN AFFINE ~-SPACE 
Let x and y be adjacent, and m = (x, y). Let S, = d(x, y) - m and S, be 
the set of points of m which are adjacent to at least one point of S1 . We 
define the assembly A,, = S, u S, . Clearly x, y E A,, . 
LEMMA 7.1. A,, is a maximal clique of points. A,, is the only maximal 
clique ofpoints which contains x and y and is not contained in (x, y). 
Proof. S, is a clique by Corollary 6.3, and S, is a clique. Let u E S, and 
z E S, . Since z E S, there is a w  E S, so that z is adjacent to w. Since both u and 
w  are in S, , u is adjacent to w. The line (u, w) does not contain both x and y; 
say it does not contain x. Then u, z E d(x, w) - (x, w), so u is adjacent to z. 
Then every point of S, is adjacent to every point of S, , so A,, is a clique. 
Let K be a clique of points which contains x and y and is not contained in 
the line m = {x, $). We show that KC A,, . Since K contains x and y, 
K-mC&CA,,. Let u E K - m. K n m C d(u) n m. d(u) n m C S, since 
u~Sr.TherrKCA,,. Since A,, contains every such clique K, then A,, is a 
maximal clique, and is the only maximal clique containing x, y, and not 
contained in m. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let x, y E A,,, . Then A,, = A,,,, . 
Let A = A,, . We call any line (plane) which contains at least one point of 
A a line (plane) of A. 
LEMMA 7.3. An assembly, together with its lines and planes. is an affine 
3-space. 
Proof. We verify the characterizing properties (Sl)-(S6) of affine spaces, 
as given by Sasaki [I I], [9]. Let A be an assembly. 
(Si) Every line contains at least two points, and every pair of points is on a 
unique line. Since A is a clique, every pair of points of A is on a line of A. 
That line is certainly unique. Let m be a line of A, and x a point of m n A. 
Let y E A such that y is not on m. Since y is adjacent to some point z of 
m(z # x), then z E d(x, y) - (x, y) C A,, = A. Then m contains at least 
two points of A. 
(S2) Every plane contains three noncollinear points, and any three non- 
collinear points are on a unique plane. That any three noncollinear points of 
A are on a unique plane of A is clear. Let e be a plane of A; then for some 
point x, x E A n e. Let m, n be lines of e which contain X. Then m, n are lines 
of A, so each contains at least two points of A. Then e contains three non- 
collinear points of A. 
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(S3) For any point z of A and line m of A(z 4 m) there is a unique line n 
containing z such that m and n are disjoint lines of some plane of A. Let n be 
the line of 7~ which contains z and is parallel to m, and e be the plane of ?T 
containing z and m. Then m and n are disjoint lines of e, and n and e are a 
line and plane of A since each contains the point z of A. To complete the 
proof of (S3) we show that IZ is unique. If n* is a line containing z such that m 
and n* are disjoint lines of some plane e* of A (in other words, so that 
m n n* n A = 0 and m, n _C e*), then clearly e* = e. If we show that m and 
n* do not intersect at any pointy outside of A, then it will be clear that n* = 
n, so n will be unique. 
Assume that m and n* intersect at a point y not in A. Let x E m n A. Then 
YE&z = A, so this is impossible. This completes the proof. 
Sasaki defines a subspace of A as a set S of points of A such that if S 
contains at least two points of a line then S contains all points of the line, 
and if S contains at least three noncollinear points of a plane then S contains 
every point of that plane. Any intersection of subspaces is a subspace. The 
subspace generated by a set X of points is the intersection of all subspaces 
containing X. A 3-space is a subspace generated by four (but no fewer) points. 
(S4) There is a finite set of points which generates A. It is clear A is 
generated by a set of 4 points. 
(S5) There exist three noncollinear points. 
(S6) If planes e and e’ in a 3-space have a point x of A in common then 
e and e’ have a line of A in common. Since e and e’ have a point of 7r in 
common, they are nonparallel. Therefore e and e’ heve a line m in common, 
which contains x. Since m contains a point of A, then m, by definition, is a 
line of A. 
COROLLARY 7.4. A, together with its lines andplanes, is a 3-net. 
Proox Any affine 3-space is a 3-net. 
8. ISOMORPHISMS: BASICS 
We define, as usual, incidence structures 7r = (P, L, I) and 7r’ = (P’, L’, Z’) 
to be isomorphic if there is a pair of bijections u: P + P’ and 7: L + L’ 
which preserve incidence. Similarly, we define 3-nets v = (P, L, E, I1 , I, , I& 
and TT’ = (P’, L’, E’, Zi , Ii, Ijl) to be isomorphic if there exist bijections 
cr:P-+P’,~:L--+L’,u:E-+E’sothato,~,umapIitoI~(l <i<3).To 
describe an isomorphism of 3-nets it is sufficient to describe its action on 
points. 
It is clear that if o: P1 --f Pz is an isomorphism of 3-nets + having point 
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set Pi , line set Li , and plane set &(i = 1,2), then for lines m and n of &, 
m 11 n iff mu 11 no, and for planes e and e2 of &, e j( e, iff e0 (1 e,O. Hence for each 
parallel class Llk of lines of rl, the image of LIk by cr is a parallel class of lines 
of n2. Similarly the image of a parallel class of planes of + is a parallel class 
of planes of 9. Let L&E& be the set of parallel classes of lines (planes) of 
+ (i = 1,2). Then u acts as a bijection from L,, to Lz, , and as a bijection 
from Elm to Ez, . Finally, G is an isomorphism of the projective planes 
(Llm , Elm , II) and (La , Ezm , II>. 
If (T is an automorphism of a net or 3-net and L, is a parallel class of lines 
of the net or 3-net such that Q fixes every line of L, then we say that L, is the 
direction of (T. We will also say that n is the direction of u, for any n E: L, . 
Clearly the identity is the only automorphism which has more than one 
parallel class of lines as its direction. Note that L, is the direction of u iff for 
all points x of the net or 3-net, x0 = x or (x, x0) E L, . 
Two elementary lemmas about automorphisms of nets follow. Since they 
are analogous to standard results about affine planes, we omit their proof. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let T be an automorphism of an (r, n)-net rr’ = (P’, L’, E) 
with r > 3. Let r have direction LO , and let mT (1 m for all lines m. If r fixes a 
a point then r is the identity. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let r be an automorphism of an (r, n)-net 7~’ = (P’, L’, E) with 
r > 3. Let m E L’ and rjix every point of m. If rfixes some point not on m then 
T is the identity. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let T be an automorphism of rr (T is our 3-net, and r(n) 3 3). 
Let T  have direction L, , and mT /I m for all lines m. If r fixes a point then r is 
the identity. 
Proof. Let x be the point fixed by 7, and let y be any point adjacent to x. 
Some plane e contains (x, y), and is parallel to L, . Since e is the union of 
some lines of L, , e is a union of orbits of T .  Then T  le is an automorphism 
of e, and by Lemma 8.1 T le is the identity. Then T fixes y. 
Then for any point z fixed by T, every point of d(z) is also fixed. Since the 
distance between two points is finite, T  fixes all points. 
9. IS~MORPHISMS 
Let e, e’ be planes, and Li a parallel class of lines intersecting both e and e’. 
Li is a partition of the points of ?r, and by Lemma 4.7 every line of Li inter- 
sects e at a point. Then there is a bijection 01 from the lines of Li to the points 
of e, such that mu = m n e for all m E Li . Likewise there is a bijection /!I: 
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Li --+ e’ so that rn@ = m n e’ for all m E Li . We define #Lc~,: e -+ e’ by 
#ss'i = a-‘P* #er’f is a bijection from the points of e to the points of e’. For 
any line h C e and any m E Li intersecting h, the image of h by #ee*i is e(h, m) I-I 
e’, so the image of h is a line of e’. Similarly, each line of e’ is the image of a 
line of e. Then $J~~ II. is an isomorphism of the nets e and e’. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let # = $,,pi. If e’ 11 e then m* II m for all fines m of e. 
Proof. Let m be a line of e. Let n be a line of Li intersecting m, and e* = 
e(m, n). Then m and m* are the intersections of e* with the parallel planes e 
and e’, so rnd 11 m. 
Let e, e’ be planes, and Li , Li be parallel classes of lines intersecting both 
and e’. Then gee’< and #ee*j are isomorphisms of e and e’. We define Xes’ii = 
#ee*i#ee*j . Then Xes’ij is an automorphism of the net e. For brevity, we will 
write x = Xee'ij , # = $ee,i, & = $ee’j. Then x = #& . The next several 
lemmas deal with x. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let x be not the identity and x E e. Then xjixes x i f f  x E e n e’. 
For x E e - e’, XX is adjacent to x. 
Proof. Since x is not the identity, then e # e’ and Li # Lj . x fixes each 
point of e n e’ since # and & both do. Let x E e - e’; then x+ E e’ - e and 
xx = x**’ E e - e’. Since (x, x*) E Li and (x6, x*) E Lj and Li # Lj , then 
x # XX. Lastly, x is adjacent to x* since x and xx are in the intersection of e 
with e(x, x*, xx). 
LEMMA 9.3. x has a direction. 
Proof There is a parallel class of planes Ek so that for all mi E L6 and all 
mj E Lj if mi intersects mj then e(mi , mj) E Ek . There is a parallel class of 
lines L, such that for all e* E Ek , e* n e EL, . 
ForallxEe,ifxEene’thenxx=x,andifxEe-e’thene(x,x~,xX)E 
Ek so <x, xx”> EL, . Then L, is the direction of x. (Actually, some subset L* 
of L, is ‘a parallel class of lines of e; we should say that L* is the direction 
of x.1 
We next show how to extend x to a permutation x’ of P. We then show that 
x’ is an automorphism of the 3-net. We choose a parallel class Lk of lines so 
that e intersects L, and define x’ utilizing Lk: as follows. For any pointy, y is 
in a (unique) line mk of Lk , and y is in a (unique) plane e* 1) e. Let x = mk n e 
and let n, be the line in Lk which contains xX. Then we define yX’ = nk n e*. 
It is clear that x’ is a permutation of P. We call x’ the extension of x using Lk . 
It is clear that x’ fixes every plane parallel to e, and that for every line m, in 
Lk , m” is also a line in LI, . 
Let L, be a parallel class of lines parallel to e. Let m E L, be a line of e, and 
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L,, be the parallel class of lines containing mx. Then for all n E L, , if n is a 
line of e then itx E L,, . We show that x’, acting on the lines of L, , is a bijection 
from L, to L,, . Let m EL, . For some e* (1 e, m C e*. Let gB = #@felt ; then 
mx’ = rn*sXb;‘. By Lemma 9.1 rn*a EL, , so m*@ EL,, and rnx’ E Lg. Then x’, 
acting on L, , maps L, into L,, . Similarly x’-l, acting on L,,, maps L,, into 
L, , so x’ gives a bijection from L, to L,, . 
We specialize the methods of the previous paragraph to L, , where L, is 
the direction of x. For m E L, , mx’ = rn%x+;‘. Now m&a is a line of e, and is in 
L, , so x fixes rn*a. Then mx’ = m. Hence x’, acting on L, , is the identity 
map. 
LEMMA 9.4. x’ is an automorphism of the 3-net. 
Proof. So far we have shown that x’ is a permutation of P which, acting 
on lines, has the following properties: 
(i) Every line of L, is fixed, where L, is the direction of x. 
(ii) For all L, parallel to e, x’ induces a bijection from L, to L,l for 
some parallel class L,! . 
(iii) x’ induces a permutation on Lk . 
We show that x’ induces the identity map on every parallel class of planes 
parallel to L, . In other words, for every E, I/ L, and every e, E E, , we show 
es x’ = e s . Let e, E Es ; then e, is the union of some lines in L, . Since x’ fixes 
every line in L, , then e, is a union of orbits of points, so x’ fixes e, . This 
result may be weakened as: 
(iv) For every E, so that E, // L, , x’ induces a permutation on E, . 
We now state and demonstrate two principles. 
First Principle. Let x’ induce a bijection from L, to L,r. and a bijection 
from Lt to Lt, (s # t). Let E, be the (unique) parallel class of planes so that 
L, 11 E, and Lt /[ E, . Let E,, be the parallel class so that L,, 11 E,, and Lt, [( E,,. 
Then x’ induces a bijection from E, to E,,. 
Proof of First Principle. First we note that s’ # t’ and E,, is well defined. 
(Since x’ is a permutation of points, x’ is injective on lines, so s’ # t’.) Let 
e, E E, . Choose n 2 eU so that n E Lt. Then e, = lJ (m E L,: m # n}. Then 
eX,‘=u{m’EL s’: m’ # nx’}. Then x’ maps each plane of E, to a plane of E,,. 
Similarly x’-l maps each plane of E,, to a plane of E,, , so x’ induces a 
bijection from E, to E,,. 
Second Principle. Let x’ induce a bijection from E, to Es!, and from Et to 
Et, (s # t). Let L, be the parallel class of lines so that E, [[ L, and Et /I L, . 
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Let L,, be the parallel class so that E,? // L,, and Et1 // I.,, . Then x’ induces a 
bijection from L, to L,*. 
Proof of Second Principle. Every line in L, may be expressed as e, (7 et 
for some e, E E, , et E Et . Then (e, n et)x’ = C$ n ez’ is a line in L,,. Then 
x’ maps L, to L,,; this map is a bijection. 
We now finish the proof of Lemma 9.4. For each E, or Lt we call ES or Lt 
a good parallel class if x’ induces a bijection from E, or Lt to a parallel class. 
Recall that (L, , E, , 11) = B, is a projective plane; from the First and Second 
Principles it is clear that the set of good parallel classes is a closed subcon- 
figuration of 8, . From properties (i)-(iv) it is clear that the set of good 
parallel classes is the entire projective plane 8, . Hence for every line (plane) 
of the 3-net, its image by x’ is a line (plane). Similarly the image by x’-l of 
each line (plane) is a line (plane), so x’ is an automorphism of the 3-net. 
COROLLARY 9.5. x’ has a direction. The direction of x’ is the same as the 
direction of x. 
Proof. This is property (i) in the proof of Lemma 9.4. 
10. TRANSLATIONS 
Let xedij be an automorphism of the plane e. If e I/ e’ then xee’ii is called an 
elementary translation of e. Let T$ = {xeejii: e’ I/ e, Li # e, Li #e}; then T$ 
is the set of elementary translations of e. Let T, = (Tz). Every element of T, 
will be called a translation of e. Translations (including elementary transla- 
tions) will normally be denoted by 7 or 0, rather than x. 
LEMMA 10.1. Let T E T, . Then mz)/ m for all m C e. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if T is an elementary translation then 
mr 11 m for all m C e. Let T be an eleementary translation; then T = $#ee,i for 
some isomorphisms # = #,,fi and ~e’ej where e’ // e. By Lemma 9.1 m* // m 
and m7 )/ m* for all m C e. Then mT I/ m. 
LEMMA 10.2. Let x and y be adjacent points of plane e. Then some elemen- 
tary translation of e maps x to y. 
Proof: Let n be a line containing x but not contained in e, and Li the 
parallel class containing n. Now y is adjacent to at least two points of n, so y 
is adjacent to some point z of n with z # X. Let Lj be the parallel class of lines 
containing (y, z) and e’ be the plane parallel to e and containing z. Then 
#ee,i#e,bi is an elementary translation mapping x to y. 
582+7/3-2 
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COROLLARY 10.3. T, is transitive on the points of e. 
LEMMA 10.4. Let o be an automorphism of e with direction L, , and let 
ma 11 m for all m C e. Then u E T,*. 
Proof. We assume cr is not the identity. Let x E e so that x0 # x. Then 
(x, x0> E L, . Let T E T$ so that x0 = XI. Then L, is the direction of T. Now 
UT-~ fixes x, has direction L, , and rn”‘-l )I m for all m C e. By Lemma 8.3 UT-~ 
is the identity, so u = T. 
We wish now to extend translations of planes to automorphisms of rr. Let 
T* be the set of all automorphisms 7 of n such that for some plane e and some 
parallel class Lk of lines (Lk # e), T  Ie E T:, and T  is the extension of T  I8 
using Lk . By Corollary 9.5, every element of T* has a direction. Let T = 
(T*). We call members of T translations of 7~. Since for each e T, is transitive 
on the points of e, T is transitive on the points of n. 
LEMMA 10.5. Let T  E T and m EL. Then m7 (1 m. 
Proof. Any automorphism of x induces an automorphism on the projec- 
tive plane P’, = (L, , E, ,]I). We are to show that for T  E T, T  induces the 
identity permutation on L, , or equivalently, T  induces the identity map on 
P’, . It is sufficient to show this for T E T*. 
Let 7 E T*. Then for some plane e and some Lk , 7 le E T* and 7 is the 
extension of 7 le using Lk . Since 7 Ie E T,*, 7 Ie and T  have a direction L, . 
Since 7 fixes every line of L, , 7 fixes every plane parallel to L, (every such 
plane is a union of lines of LD). Then 7 fixes every parallel class of planes 
parallel to L, , so 7 is a central collineation of 9, with center L, . 
Let Ej be the parallel class containing e. Since for every m C e, m7 Ij m, then 
7 fixes every class of parallel lines parallel to Ej . Then T, acting on Pp, , is 
an elation with axis Ej . Lk is fixed by 7, but is not on the axis of the elation 
so 7 induces the identity collineation on .Y’, . 
The next three lemmas serve as sublemmas to Lemma 10.9. The proof of 
The proof of the first is clear from Lemma 8.1. 
LEMMA 10.6. Let x and y be adjacent points of e. Then any two elementary 
translations of e mapping x to y are equal. 
LEMMA 10.7. Let o, T  be elementary translations of e and x E e. Let x, x0, 
xo7 be noncollinear, and let xQi be adjacent to x. Then UT is an elementary 
translation. 
Proof. For some plane e’ and parallel classes Li and Li , a = #,,,j$,,ej . 
Let y be the image of x by #ee,i (Figure 3). Then y, xo7 E d(x, x0) - (x, x0), 
so y is adjacent to xa7 by Lemma 6.3. Let e’ be the plane parallel to e which 
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contains y, and let Lk EL, so that (xuT, y) E Lk . By Lemma 10.6 7 = $,,T~ 
’ since both of these elementary translations map x0 to x07. Since #ee,i = 
$[: and u = #,,,i$,,,j , then UT = +,,,i#,,,k , so UT is an elementary 
translation. 
LEMMA 10.8. Let 0, T E T* and x E P. Let x, x0, xoT be noncollinear, and 
let xar be adjacent to x. Then UT E T*. 
Proof. Let e = e(x, x0, xUT). Let L,(L,) be the direction of U(T). Li and Li 
are parallel to e. Then both u and T fix e. Then CT le , T le E T,*. UT Ie E Tz by 
Lemma 10.7. Let y be an extension of UT le to an automorphism of 7r, using 
some parallel class Lk of lines. Then p E T*. Also, UT@ fixes every point of e. 
For all lines m, m is parallel to each of mu, m’, mu. Then m j( moTu-‘. Let H 
be a line intersecting e. Then noTu-’ Ij n and n contains a point fixed by UT@-l, 
so n is fixed by UTp-l. Therefore every parallel class of lines intersecting e is a 
direction of UTp-l, so u7p-l = i. Then UT = p, so UT E T*. 
LEMMA 10.9. T is an abelian group. 
ProoJ It is sufficient to show that if u, T  E T* then u, T  commute. Let 
u, T E T*, and not be the identity. Let L,(L,) be the direction of U(T). Let 
x~P.Let(x,x~)=m~L~and(x,x~)=n~L~. 
Case 1. m # n. The proof in this case is standard, 
Case 2. m = n. Let y be a point which is adjacent to both x and xU but 
not on m. Let TV E T* map x0 to y. By Lemma 10.8, up E T*. Then by Case 1, 
I = (UP) 7. By case 1 again, p COmmUtCS with T .  Therefore TUT = UT~, 
SO TU = UT. 
COROLLARY 10.10. T is a regular permutation group on P. 
ProoJ A transitive abelian group is regular. 
For any line m we let T,,, be the group of translations of 7r with direction m. 
Then for any line n parallel to m, T, = T, . T, is transitive on the points of 
m. 
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LEMMA 10.11. Let m,, m,, m3 be distinct lines through a point x, and 
m3 $ e(m, , mz>. For 1 < i < 3 let Ti = Tmi . Then T = T, x T, x T, . 
Proof Since m3 p e(ml , mJ, so m, g e(mz , mJ and m, $ e(ml , m3). Let 
7i E Ti (i = 1, 2, 3). Let some 7i (say ~3 not be the identity. Then T~T~T~ is not 
the identity, for TV and T2 map e(ml , mJ to e(ml , m.j while the image of 
e(ml , mz) by To is disjoint from e(ml , m,). Therefore some subgroup of T is 
the direct product TI x T, x T3 . TX x T, x T, is transitive on the points 
of n. Therefore T = TI x T, x T3 . 
LEMMA 10.12. Let m, , m2 , m3 , mq be distinct lines through a point x, so 
that the six planes e(mi , mj) for 1 < i <j < 4 are distinct. For 1 < i < 4, 
let Ti = Tmi and let pi be the projection map from T4 to Ti defined as follows. 
For each 7p E T4 , TV is uniquely expressible as T4 = T1T2T3 where T j  E T,; we let 
piI TV ‘+ 7i . Then pi is an isomorphism between T4 and Ti . 
Proof We will show that p1 is an isomorphism. Clearly p1 is a homo- 
morphism. By the previous lemma, T = T4 x T, x T3, so there is a projec- 
tion map p’ from TI to T, (for all T1 f TI , we may write 71 = T4T2T3 where 
7i E Tj; let p’: TV t-+ ~3. The maps p1 and p’ are easily seen to be inverses. 
Then p’ is an isomorphism. 
11. DISTORTIONS 
Let x = Xee’ij be an automorphism of plane e. If e’ is not parallel to e, x is 
called a distortion of e, and henceforth will be written as 6,,,+j or 6O. Let 
6O = 8pp’ij be a distortion of e. Then a0 is an automorphism of e and fixes 
every point of the line e n e’. The extension (using some parallel class Lk: 
intersecting e) of a0 to an automorphism of 7r will be written 6. We will call 6 
a distortion of r. Some parallel class L, of lines is the direction of both soand 6. 
Choose q, E P. Let m, , m, , m3 be distinct lines containing x0 so that 
e3 = e(ml , rn& e2 = e(ml , mJ, e, = e(m, , m3) are distinct planes. Let Li 
be the parallel class of lines containing m,(l < i < 3). Let Ei be the parallel 
class of planes containing e,(l < i < 3). 
We will define sets D, , Dz , D, of distortions of 7~, and show that all dis- 
tortions in Di fix every point of ei and have direction Li . For i = 1, 2, 3 let 
j = i $ 1 and k = i + 2 (where addition is performed modulo 3, so {i, j, k} = 
{1,2, 33). Let Die be the set of distortions of ek which fix every point of mj and 
have direction Li . For each a0 E Die let 8 be the extension of a0 using Lt , 
and let Di = {S; So f Die}. 
LEMMA 11.1. Let S E Di . Then S fixes every point of e, and has direction 
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Proof: Since ei is the union of those lines of LI, which intersect mj , it is 
clear that S fixes every point of e, . Li is the direction of 6 by Corollary 9.5. 
COROLLARY 11.2. Let 6 E Di (1 < i < 3). Then Sjixes m, and e, (1 < s < 
3). Also, 6 fixes L, and E, (1 d s < 3). 
Proof. Ifs = i then 6 fixes every point of e, . Ifs # i then e, is a union of 
some lines of Li , which is the direction of S, so 6 fixes e, . 
Since m, = e, n e, , then ml* = ez6 n ea* = e2 n e3 = m, . Similarly S 
fixes m2 and m3 . Since 6 fixes m, and e, then 6 fixes L, and E, (1 < s < 3). 
By Lemma 8.2, if So EI(D~O) and So fixes some point of ek - mj then So is 
the identity (k = i + 2, j = i + 1 modulo 3). From this follows: 
LEMMA 11.3. If 6 E (Di) and S fixes some point not on ei then 6 is the 
identity. 
LEMMA 11.4. D, is transitive on the lines of e3 which contain x0 and are 
distinct from m, and m, . 
Proof. Let n, n’ be lines of e, which contain x,, and are distinct from ml 
and m2 . Let m be a line of e3 which is parallel to m, and distinct from m, . 
See Figure 4. Let y = n n m, y’ = n’ n m, and w  be a point of m, which is 
distinct from x0 and adjacent toy. Then w, y’ E AzO, , so w  and y’ are adjacent. 
Let Li , Lj be parallel classes of lines so that (y, w) E Li and (y’, W} E Lj . 
NOW So = Ss,e,<j is a distortion of e3 mapping y to y’. Clearly So E D,O. Let S 
be the extension of S using L, to a distortion of rr; then 6 E D, . Since 6 maps 
y to y’ and fixes x0, 6 maps n to n’. 
LEMMA 11.5. Let 1 < i, j < 3, i # j. Let 6, E Di , Sj E Dj . Then S,Sj = 
SjS( m 
.Proof. Si has direction Li and Sj fixes Li . 
Hence x = SiS&lS;l is an automorphism of n having direction Li . 
Similarly x has direction Lj . Since x fixes every line’of two parallel classes, 
then x is the identity. Then S<Sj = S,Si . 
Let D = (Dl , D2, D3). 
COROLLARY 11.6. D = <Dl) x (D,) x (D3). 
The next lemma follows from the definition’ of D and Corollary 11.2. 
LEMMA 11.7. LetSED.ThenSjixesmj,ej,Lj,andEj(l <jj3). 
LEMMA 11.8. Let 6 E D. If S$xes some point y where y q! UL, ei then 6 is 
the identity. 
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Proof. Let 6 fix y where y $ ufz1 e, . Let e: E F such that y E ei , ei 11 ei 
(1 < i < 3). Let zi = e: n mi . Now zi # x0 since ei # ei . 
Since D = ( DI) x (D,) X (OS), there exist Si E (Di) SO that 6 = S,S2S, 
(1 < i < 3). Now e: E E1 , so ey E & . Since ei8 jl e; and e; contains y (which 
is fixed by S), then ei8 = e; . Then zr6 = eia n m16 = ei n m, = z1 . Similarly 
6 fixes z2 and .z3 . 
Every point of m, (and in particular ZJ is fixed by 6, and 6, . Since 6, , 6, 
and S all fix z1 , so does 6, . Then 6, is the identity, by Lemma 11.3. Similarly 
6, and 6, are the identity. 
LEMMA 11.9. Let A be an assembly containing x0 . A is jixed by every 
member of D. 
Proof. Let 6 E D, . Every line containing x,, is a line of A, so A contains 
at least two points of every line containing x0 . Let y E m, n A so that 
y # x,, . Since 6 fixes both x,, and y, then S fixes the unique assembly con- 
taining x0 and y. 
Similarly, every member of D2 and D, fixes A. Then every member of D 
fixes A. 
LEMMA 11.10. Let T E T* and 6 E D. Then S-Q-6 E T*. If the direction of 
r is L, and Sfixes L, , then the direction of WA is L, . 
Proof. Let L, be the direction of r and S map L, to L, . It is clear that 
FTS is an automorphism of 7~ with direction L, , and 6-M fixes every 
parallel class of lines. 
Since S-lrS has a direction, xi-176 is adjacent to x,, . Then there is a u E T* 
so that x0” = xi-l”. By Lemma 8.3 o-‘S-% is the identity. Then 6-W = 
oET*. 
COROLLARY 11.11. Let T E T and 6 E D. Then 6-M E T. 
COROLLARY 11.12. Let T E T,,,, and 6 E Di . Then S-%6 E Tmi . 
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COROLLARY 11.13. Let r E Tmi and 6 E Di where i # j. Then S-W = r. 
Proof. Both x0 and x0’ are points of mi , while 6 fixes every point of IYI~ . 
Then xi-176 = x0’. Since T is regular on P, and 6-%3 and 7 map x,, to the 
same point, then 6-%S = 7. 
Let D* be the group of elements of D which fix all lines through x,, . We 
call elements of D* dilations. We have a final corollary of Lemma Il. 10. 
COROLLARY 11.14. Let h E D* and T E T*. Then X-W E T* and the 
direction of 7 equals the direction of X3-h. 
12. AUTOMORPHISMS OF AN ASSEMBLY 
Let A be an essembly containing x, . A is a 3-net. Lines (planes) of A were 
defined in Section 7 to be those lines (planes) of 7r which contain at least one 
point of A. Two lines (planes) of A are parallel as lines (planes) of the 3-net 
A iff they are parallel as lines (planes) of 7r. Every parallel class Li of lines of 
7~ contains a line of A (for example, the line of Li which contains x,, is a line 
of A), so Li n L(A) is a parallel class of lines of A, where L(A) is the set of 
lines of A. We will call Li a parallel class of lines of A, instead of the more 
correct Li n L(A). Similarly each parallel class of planes of r is a parallel 
class of planes of A. 
LEMMA 12.1. Every translation (distortion) of A is the restriction of a 
translation (distortion) of r. Conversely, let 6 E Di(l < i < 3); then 6 IA is a 
distortion of A. 
ProoJ The first assertion is evident from the definitions of distortions 
and elementary translations. The second assertion is also clear, since all 
planes and parallel classes of lines involved in the definition of a distortion in 
D belong to A. 
We follow the method of the previous section to define sets of distortions 
of A. For i = 1,2,3 let j = i f 1 and k = i + 2, where addition is per- 
formed modulo 3. Let Dt be the set of distortions of ek f7 A having direction 
mi n A and fixing every point of rn, n A. For each a0 E Di, let 6 be the exten- 
sion of a0 to a distortion of A, using LI, , and let Di, = (6: a0 E DL}. 
LEMMA 12.2. <Di> and (Dia> are isomorphic groups (1 < i < 3). 
Proof. For every 6 E Di, 6 IA is a distortion of A. The map 6 I-+ 6 IA is a 
mapping from (Di) into (DiA). This mapping is surjective since every 
distortion of A is the restriction of some distortion of 7, and it is injective 
because the only automorphism in <Di> fixing any point of P - ei is the 
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identity. Therefore this mapping is a bijection; it is an isomorphism since 
it clearly preserves composition. 
Let DA = (DiA , D2, , D3,J. Let D$ be the subgroup of D, which fixes all 
lines through x,, . 
COROLLARY 12.3. D is isomorphic to DA , and D* is isomorphic to 05 . 
Proof. We consider the map 6 ++ 6 IA for 6 ED. This map gives an 
isomorphism from (Di) to (Dia), for i = 1,2, 3. Since A is a 3-net, DA = 
(DiA) x (D& x (D&. Since D, D, are direct products of the groups 
(Di>, (DiA) respectively, then 6 t-+ S IA is an isomorphism from D to DA . 
This map is also an isomorphism from D* to Df . 
A is a 3-dimensional affine space. For some skew field Fthe points of A may 
be labeled by ordered triples of elements of F, so that lines are the cosets of 
l-dimensional subspaces of F3, when F3 is regarded as a left handed vector 
space over F. The labeling of points may be done so that x0 is labeled as 
(0, 0, 0), m, is labeled as {(a, 0,O): a E F), m2 as ((0, b, 0): b E F), and m3 as 
((0, 0, c): c E F). We let F* be the nonzero elements of F, 
It may be checked that for every distortion 6 E D,, , 6 is the permutation 
(x, y, z) e (xa, y, z) of F3, for some a E F *. It similarly may be checked that 
every permutation (x, y, z) t-+ (xa, y, z) of F3 (where a E F*) is a distortion 
of A. Then DIA is a group, and is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of F. 
DeA and D3,,, are the groups of permutations (x, y, z) ++ (x, ya, z) and 
(x, y, z) H (x, y, za) of F3, where a E F*. Then D, is the group of permuta- 
tions (x, y, z) ++ (xa, yb, ZX) where a, 6, c E F*. Also, D* is the group of 
permutations (x, y, z) t-+ (xa, ya, za) where u ~8’*. 
LEMMA 12.4. Di = (Di), and is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of 
F. D* is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of F. 
Proof. The bijection S H 6 IA from (Di) to (DiA), used in Lemma ,12.2, 
is also a bijection from Di to Di, . Since DiA is a group, so is Di , Therefore 
Di = (Di>. The other assertions follow from our discussion above. 
For each a E F* we let S,, be the distortion of 7r whose restriction to A is 
the mapping (x, y, z) I-+ (xa, y, z). Then S,, E D, . Further, D, = {S,,: 
z E F*}, and the map a t+ S,, is an isomorphism between F* and D1 . Like- 
wise, for a E F* we let S,, , S,, be the distortions of rr whose restrictions to A 
are the mappings (x, y, z) t-t (x, ya, z), (x, y, z) t+ (x, y, zu) respectively. 
For a E I;* we let h, be the dilatation whose restriction to A is the mapping 
(x, y, z) v (xa, ya, za). The mapping a e X, is an isomorphism between F* 
and D*. Since h, and S,,S,,S,, have the same restriction to A, h, = S,,S,,S,, . 
We need several technical results for the next section. 
LEMMA 12.5. Let a E F*, and Sy, be the distortion,in DIo whose extension 
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to P is S,, . Let Li be a parallel class of lines intersecting e, and e, . Then for 
some parallel class Lj , STa = ~,seli~,l,,j . 
Proof Let 6 = 8ia and # = #ege,i . Let y em, n A - x,, , z = y*, and 
u = y8. Then z, u E A, so z is adjacent to u. Let Lj be the parallel class of lines 
containing (z, u) and /I = #$eleaj . Then p fixes all points of e3 n e, = m2 
and y” = yfl. By Lemma 8.2 S/3-l is the identity, so 6 = /3. 
For any 6 ED and r E T we showed that S-%-6 is a translation. We write 
76 = S-%8. 
LEMMA 12.6. For any Blcl ED, (where d E F*) we write ald = ad . There 
exists a translation T E T”, different from the identity so that for all a, b E F*: 
(1) T%.T-% = pa+a if a+b#O, 
(2) &@ = L iJ a$b=O. 
Proof. Let u be a translation of the 3-net A with direction L, . A is both 
an affine 3-space and a 3-net. It is clear from our definition of translations 
that any translation of A is a translation in the traditional sense. Let 7 be the 
translation of m such that T IA = u. Then 7 E T, . For some c E F, (x, y, z)’ = 
(x, y, z>” = (x + c, y, z) for all (x, y, z) E A. 
It is easily computed that T~.T’~ and ~~a+) (or L, if a + b = 0) both map 
x,, = (0, 0,O) to (ca + cb, 0,O). Since T is regular on P, then T6aT6b = &+b 
(or T’.T~~ = L, if a + b = 0). 
13. A VECTOR SPACE PROPERTY 
Each 6 E D acts as the automorphism 7 ++ T6 = 6-5-6 of T. We define the 
endomorphism h, of T by ~~0 = L for all T  E T, and adjoin &, to each of D, Di , 
D* to obtain b, & , 6* respectively (i = 1,2, 3). We will also denote h, 
as 6, . Note that & is also a set of endomorphisms of Tm, (i = 1,2, 3). 
With this definition, Lemma 12.6 may be extended to: 
LEMMA 13.1. For any 6,, E a, (where d E F) we write & = 6, . There 
exists a translation T  E Tmi diferent from the identity so that TASTY) = 78-b for 
alla, bgF. 
Our objective in this section is to show that for all u E T and a, b E F, 
&+b = && 
We make m, into an additive group isomorphic to Tm, . The mapping 
fi: Tm, -+ m, which maps T  to x,,’ for all 7 E T is a bijection. For y, z E m, we 
let (I, T E T so that xoO = y and x07 = z; we define y + z = x7. It is clear 
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that with addition so defined, (m, , +) and (rml , 0) are isomorphic groups 
(here 0 represents composition). 
We define the action of A, = 6,, on ml by $0 = x,, for all y E ml . Then 
for all 6 E B, the actions of 8 on Tml and m, commute with (3: if /I maps T to 
y = x0’ then /3 also maps 9 to y *. The commuting diagram is shown in 
Figures 5 and 6. 
We coordinatize e3 by ordered pairs of points in ml . Let L, be a parallel 
class of lines parallel to e3 , and distinct from L, , L, . Let y be the bijection 
from m2 to m, such that XJ = x0 and ( y, yy) E L, for all y E m2 - x,, . Let 
zEe3. Let n,eL1 and n,~& so that z~q,n,. See Figure 7. Let x= 
m, n n2 and y = m2 n n, . We label z as (x, ~7). This coordination z ++ (x, yy) 
is a bijection between e3 and m, x m, . 
FIG. 5. Commuting diagram. 
FIG. 6. Commuting diagram, where 6 # 6,, . 
FIG. 7. The plane Q . 
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LEMMA 13.2. Let x; y em, . Let h’ be the line of L, containing the point 
of e3 labelled (x, y). Then x +- y is the point of intersection of h’ and m, . 
Proof. For some (r, 7 E T”, , x = x0” and y = xgr. Let n be the line 
containing (x0, y) and (x, y). Then n Ij m, , and CT, 7 fix n. See Figure 8. Since 
(~~,y)=m~nn,(x,,y)O=m,~nn~=(x,y).Also,y*=x~=x+y.Let 
h = ((x0, y), y); then h EL, . Then ho = ((x, y), x + y) EL, . This com- 
plates the proof. 
FIG. 8. The plane e3. 
LEMMA 13.3. Let x, y Em, - x0 and a, b E F, For c E F we will write a,, as 
6, . Then xdtz+b = xda + x*b iff yda+b = y*a + y*b. 
ProofI If a = 0 then we note that x6,+, = x8, + x’b because x80 = x0 and 
x0 is the identity of the group (m, , +). Likewise if a = 0 Then yda+a = 
y’~ + y’b. Hence the lemma is true if a = 0. Similarly, the lemma is true if 
b = 0. 
Assume a # 0 and b # 0. Let L, be a parallel class of lines intersecting e, 
and e, . Let # = I,&,, . For all c E F let S, = {x0 , x, x8, x8,) and R, = 
{x0, y, y”, ~“6). For c # 0 S, and R, are parallel sets (under the bijection 
x,, ++ x,, , x ti y, x$ I-+ y”, x8, t+ y”c) since the line containing two points of S, 
is parallel to the line containing the corresponding two points of R, , with 
the possible exception of the points x+ and x80 of S, , and the points y” and 
y6e of R, . However, by Lemma 12.5 6, Jes = #&,le,i for some parallel class 
Li , so (x6, x8,) and (y”, y*d) are both in Li . Also, S,, and R, are parallel 
sets since x0 = y” = x0 . 
S = S, V S, v Sa+s and R = R, v R, v R,+, are parallel sets by Corollary 
6.4. {x0 , XL, (x0, X8b)> and (x0 , ydb, (x0 , y”b)} are parallel sets. Therefore 
S U {(x0 , x’b)} and R V {(x0 , y”b)] are parallel sets. Also, {x8,, (x8., Xdb), 
(x0 , xdbN and (vda, (vda, ydb), (x0 , ydbN are parallel sets. Therefore S V 
((x0 , x8$ (xa, X*3} and R V {(x0 , ~“3, ( y8a, y”b)} are parallel sets. Then 
h, II h, where h, = (xda+b, (x8&, xdb)) and h, = (y*a+b, ( yd., y”b)). By Lemma 
13.2 ?=+a = x8’ + x4 iff h, EL, and yd.+b = y*a + ydb iff h, E L, . This 
completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 13.4. Let a, b E F and 1 < i < 3. For c E F we will write &, as 6, . 
Then r8a+b = r8@r8b for all T  E Tmi . 
Proof. We prove this for i = 1. Certainly the conclusion holds if T  = L. 
Let u, T  E T, - L. From Lemma 13.3 and the commutativity of /3 with the 
action of B,l on Tm, and m, (Figures 6 and 7) we have T~G+~ = ~4~~6 iff 
&+b = &h&a. 
Hence if the conclusion of this lemma is valid for some nonidentity transla- 
tion in T”, it is valid for all translations in Tm, . By Lemma 13.1 the conclusion 
is valid for some nonidentity translation in T, 1 . 
LEMMA 13.5. Let T  E Tm, , and a E F. Then ~~0 = rsa*. 
Proof. If a = 0 then X, = 6, and there is nothing to prove. Let a # 0. 
Then h, = S&J&, . By Lemma 11.5, 6&, = Sj,6i, for j # i. By Corollary 
11 .I 3, since T  E T,,$ then T~~Q = T  for j # i. Then TV' = Asia. 
LEMMA 13.6. Let u E T, a, b E F. Then &a+” = &~+a. 
Proof. For some 7i E Tm, (1 < i < 3), u = T ~ T ~ T ~  . Let c E F. Then 
c& = (n T@ = l-j T$, where i runs from 1 to 3. Then ua.uAb = n 7&P = 
n ++a = &+b by Lemmas 13.4 and 13.5. 
14. TRANSLATIONS AS A VECTOR SPACE 
We make T into a right vector space over F. Addition of vectors u and T  
will be composition of u and 7. For c E F and 7 E T, we define the scalar 
product TC by TC = TIC. 
LEMMA 14.1. With addition and scalar multiplication so defined, T is a 
right vector space over F. 
Proof. T is an abelian group. Since each member of ij* acts as an endo- 
morphism of Tand h, acts as the identity, (TU) a = (~u)~a = T%T~O = (Ta)(ua) 
and ~1 = ~~1 = T .  Also (Tb) a = 7AoAb = &b = T(ba). Finally, (Ta)(Tb) = 
TX.& = ++b = T(a + b) by Lemma 13.6. 
It is clear that for any line m, T, is a subspace of the vector space T. 
15. CWRDINATIZATION 
We nearly finish the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 in this section. Let m, be a 
line containing x0 and not contained in any of e, , e2 , e3. For 1 < i < 4 let 
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Ti = Tmi . T, is a right vector space over F; let K be a right vector space over 
F and IJX T, -+ K a vector space isomorphism. 
Recall that the projection maps pi: T, -+ Ti for 1 < i < 3 are group iso- 
morphisms (Lemma 10.12). They are also linear transformations. Since 
T = Tl x T2 x T3 then for any T  E T, there exist unique rd E Ti for 1 < i < 3 
so that T  = r1r2r3 . We now define a mapping y: T -+ K3 by T Y  = ($‘,, 
.;; lw, &“). Certainly y is an isomorphism of vector spaces. Further, TIA = 
K x 0 x 0, T,” = 0 x K x 0, and TxA = 0 x 0 x K. Finally, since for any 
7 E T4 T  = ~~1~~2~~3, then T4A = {(a, a, a): a E K}. 
Let /3 be the bijection from T to P which maps each T  E T to x,,‘. Then 
cy = B-l7 is a bijection from P to K3. Then xoLl = (0, 0, 0), ml” = K x 0 x 0, 
m2 a = 0 x K x 0, maa = 0 x 0 x K, rnda = {(a, a, a): a E Kj. 
D and Tact naturally as permutation groups on P. In addition each 6 E D 
acts on T by conjugation; each 6, acting on P and T, commutes with /3. We 
define 6 to act on K3 so that 6 acting on T and K3 commutes with y(define 
(u”)* = (u*)” for all a E T). Figures 9 and 10 show the consequent commuting 
diagram. We now state precisely how 6 acts on K3. 
FIGURE 9 
o- P 
x() - o- Y *o- 
FIGURE 10 
LEMMA 15.1. Let 6 E D. Let 6 = 6,,6,,6,, where ai E Di and a, b, c E F. 
Then for any (x, , x2 , x3) E K3, (xl , x2 , x3)8 = (~,a, x,b;x,c). 
Proof. Let T  E T so that 7y = (xl , x, , x3>. For some 7i E Ti (1 < i < 3) 
7 = TIT*73 . For 1 < i < 3 let qt = P;$. Now xi = ~;i. 
Since 6 acting on the group T is an automorphism, r6 = r18~z8~36. Also, 
T:<  E Ti . By Lemmas 1 I .I3 and 13.5, TV* = 7F = 72. Since v1 is a linear 
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transformation and ~ti is (invector space terminology) the scalar multiple of 
7r by the element a of iF, $1 = r$-‘Q = T@ = x,a. Similar comments hold 
for TV and TV . Then 
This completes the proof, since @* = @. 
Note that if F is not commutative then 6, acting on K3, is not necessarily a 
linear transformation. 
Each T E T acts on T by right multiplication; each T, acting on P and T, 
commutes with /3. We define T to act on K3 so that T acting on T and K3 
commutes with y (define (a~)’ = (UT)’ for all u E T). Then T acts on K3 as 
right addition. More precisely, let Ty = (x’, y’, 2’). Then for all (x, y, z) E K3, 
(x9 Y, ZY = tx, Y, z) + w, Y’, z’). 
Since for 6 E D, 6 commutes with /3 and y, then S commutes with 01 = /?-‘r. 
Likewise each T E T commutes with 01. Henceforth for each point y in P we 
identify y and y”. Then the action of a distortion 6 on P = K3 is given in 
Lemma 15.1, and a translation 7 acts on P = K3 as right addition. 
LEMMA 15.2. Let n be a line of 7~ and m the line parallel to n and passing 
through x0 . Then n is a coset of m. 
Proof. For some translation 7, ms = n. But mT = {(x, y, z)‘: the point 
(x, y, z) E m} = ((x, y, z) + 7’: (x, y, z) E m}, recalling that +’ E K3. Then 
n = rnr = m + ry. 
For 1 < i < 3 let e; = e(mi , m$ and hi = ei n e; . Then hi, mj and m, 
(where j = i $ 1, k = i + 2, with addition being performed module 3) are 
distinct lines of e+ . 
LEMMA 15.3. Every line containing x0 is the image under D of one of the 
seven lines m, , m2 , m3 , m4, h, , h, , h, . 
Proof. Where LzO , EzO are respectively the lines, planes containing x,, , D 
acts as an automorphism group of the projective plane BzO = (LzO , ES,, C). 
Every member of D fixes m, , m2 , and m3 . D1 acts as a group of homologies 
with center m, and axis e, . We call elements of L, projective points and call 
elements of Ez, projective lines. By Lemma 11.4 D1 is transitive on projective 
points distinct from m, and m2 of the projective line e3 . The same holds for 
the homology group Dz . Any collineation group which contains homology 
groups D, and D, has at most seven point orbits, and every projective point 
is the image of (at least) one of m, , m2, m3, m, , h, , h, , h, . 
Lastly, we express each of these seven lines as subsets of K3. We already 
know, since we are treating 01 as the identity map, that m1 = K x 0 x 0, 
m, = 0 x K x 0, m3 = 0 x 0 x K, and m4 = {(a, a, a): a E K}. Every line 
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parallel to m, is a coset of m3. Letting S = (h: h 11 m, , h # mJ, then e, = 
UnsS h = 0 x K x K. Similarly ei = uhES h where S = {h: h ]) m, , h # m*}, 
so ei = {(b, a, a): a, b E K>. Then hI = e, n e; = ((0, a, a): a E K}. Similarly, 
h, = {(a, 0, a): u E K) and h, = {(a, u, 0): a E K]. 
16. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We assume that 7~ is a finite 3-net. Then F is the finite field GF(q) for some 
prime power q. The vector space K. which is isomorphic to T4, has finitely 
many vectors, so K is a finite dimensional vector space over F. We choose 
K = GF(qk) where d is the dimension of K over F. 
K3 is a 3-dimensional vector space over K, as well as a vector space over F. 
Our computations at the end of the previous section show that m, , m, , m3 , 
m4, hI , h, , h, are l-dimensional subspaces of K3 (as ,a vector space over K). 
Let GE3 be the affine 3-space of order qd. The point set of 0Z3 is P, and lines 
of GY3 are cosets of l-dimensional subspaces of K3. 
LEMMA 16.1. Every line of z- is u line of G13 . 
Proof. We are to show that every line of 71 is the coset of a l-dimensional 
subspace of K. 
Since F is commutative every distortion is a linear transformation of K3 as 
a vector space over F. We computed how a distortion acts on K3 (Lemma 
15.1); it is clear that each distortion acts even as a linear transformation of 
KS as a vector space over K, Since m, , m2 , m3, m4, h, , h, , h3 are l-dimen- 
sional subspaces of K3 and each distortion maps l-dimensional spaces, then 
by Lemma 15.3, every line containing x0 is a l-dimensional subspace of K3. 
Since every line of n is a coset of a line containing x0 , then every line of rr is a 
coset of a l-dimensional space over K. 
LEMMA 16.2. Every plane of rr is a plane of R3 . 
Proof: This follows easily, recalling that for any plane e = e(m, n), 
e = U h where h runs over all lines which intersect n and are parallel to m. 
Let .Z be the set of lines of a3 and & be the set of planes of G&; then 
L _C 9 and E _C 8. Let A$, be the set of parallel classes of planes of G3 and 8, 
the set of parallel classes of planes of oZ3 . Two lines (planes) of 7r are parallel 
iff they are parallel as lines (planes) of G& . If a parallel class of lines (planes) 
of G& contains a line (plane) of n then this set of lines (planes) is also a 
parallel class in 7~. Then L, C Za and E, C I, . 
Let Yz be the plane at infinity of a3 ; _Lpa is the set of points and 8, is the 
set of lines of 8, . Ppzo = (L, , E, , [I) is a subplane of 8,. Let 8, be the 
projective 3-space obtained by adjoining .Pz to 013 . Let m be a line of G3 and 
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L* the parallel class of lines containing m. When taken as a line of 9, , m 
intersects P12 in a point, namely L*. m intersects Pa0 in a point iff L* EL, . 
Therefore any line m of 0$ intersects Pzo in a point iff m is a line of T.Likewise 
a plane e of csl, is a plane of n- iff e intersects 8,O in a line. Then 7~ is a Freeman- 
Laskar 3-net. 
17. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
K(a, b, c) was defined as the set ((ka, kb. kc): k E K} in Section 1. We com- 
puted the action of a distortion on P = K3 and the coordinates of m, , m2 , 
m3,m 4, hI , h, , h3 as subsets of K3 in Section 15. Since every line containing 
x0 is the image of one of these seven lines, it is clear that every line containing 
x0 is of the form K(u, b, c) where (a, b, c) E: F3, (a, b, c) # (0, 0,O). Recall 
that W,(3, F) denotes the set of l-dimensional subspaces of F3, where F3 is 
considered as a left vector space over F. Since K = KF, every line of rr 
containing x0 is of the form KF(a, b, c) = KS, where S E W,(3, F). Conversely, 
for every l-dimensional subspace S of F3, some line is of the form KS. 
Translations act transitively on F3 and map any set to a coset of itself. Then 
it is clear that L = {KS + (x, y, z): S E W,(3, F), (x, y, z) E K3}. 
To finish the proof that v is a vector 3-net it is only necessary to consider 
planes of T. Now for any plane e = e(m, n), e = u h where h runs over all 
lines parallel to m and intersecting n. Also, two lines m and m’ are cosets of 
one another iff they are parallel (because each of these assertions is equivalent 
to the assertion that some translation maps m to m’). Using these two facts it 
is clear that E = (KS + (x, y, z): S E W,(3, F), (x, y, z) E K3}. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
18. THE CASE r(n) = 2 
Let r = T(P, L, E) be a 3-net with r(r) = 2. We proven Theorem 1. 
Let y E P. Let L, , Ey respectively be the set of lines, planes containing y. 
By Lemma 5.1 9, = (L, , Eg , C) is a trivial projective plane having two 
elements of L, incident with each element of E, . Then clearly I L, 1 = 
] E, ] = 3, and each element of L, is contained in two elements of E, . Let 
El , E, , E, be the three parallel classes of planes. 
Every line has n(~) points. Also, every parallel class of planes has n(n) 
planes. Let Q be a set of cardinality n(m). For 1 < i < 3 let pi: Ei -+ Sz be a 
bijection. Every point x is contained in three planes e,, , er2 , ez3 , where ezi E 
Ei . Let $: P + 523 be the mapping such that for all x E P, x1 = (ep,: , e2s , 
ez3). It is easily seen that IJJ is a bijection. 
It is clear that planes are sets of points of the form J2 x a x w, a x 
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o x Q, or w  x L? x D for w  E Q. Since each line is the intersection of two 
planes, it is clear that lines are sets of points of the form w  x w’ x Sz, 
w  x 52 x w’, or 52 x w  x w’ for w, CO’ E L? 
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